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In the context of optimization, control, estimation, decision making, computation, 

etc, the word DISTRIBUTED is used with different meanings:

The task is distributed over many agents in order to speed up the task 

completion (i.e. parrallel computers).

The system itself is constituted by several interacting parts which need to be 

coordinated (i.e. wireless sensor networks).
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Distributed (leaderless) decision models

In the context of the distributed decision models we can distinguish: 

Distributed decision models with leaders or with a hierarchy (based on 

spanning trees construction).

Leaderless distributed decision models in which the agents are peers in the 

network. Here the goal is not perfomance, but the robustness and the of self-

organization.



Distributed decision models
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Distributed physical system

Distributed control system



Distributed decision models
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Example: robotic networks

Kiva systems

Distributed decision models
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Example: wireless sensor networks

Distributed decision models



Water distribution Traffic
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Distributed decision models
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Leaderless distributed decision models

Centralized vs. Leaderless
For large scale systems centralized architectures tends to be

More efficient

Fragile to failures and to external changes

Expensive in the configuration phase

For large scale systems distributed architectures tends to be

Less efficient

Robust to failures and to external changes (ex: market based economy)

Cheap in the configuration phase (plug and play)



Scientific context

Social and economic networks: individual social and economic 
interactions produce a global equilibrium (market robustness)
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Power distribution network
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Power distribution network
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Power distribution network
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Smart grid
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Centralized architecture
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Central 
controller
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Centralized architecture
- Efficient
- Local sensing (voltage)
- Local control (injection of reactive power)
- Global and synchronous communication
- Global grid model
- Expensive configuration

Centralized architecture



Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed architecture
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Distributed leaderless architecture
- Less efficient
- Local sensing (voltage)
- Local control (injection of reactive power)
- Local and asynchronous communication
- Local grid model 
- Cheap configuration

Distributed architecture



The reactive power

We have reactive power whenever voltage and current are 

out of phase, i.e. phase angle is not zero. 

Users in the microgrid may require reactive power

It can be obtained from the utility which in this case charges the 

microgrid 

It can produced by the electronic interfaces of microgenerators in the 

microgrid with (essentially) no cost

Transporting reactive power costs since it yields losses on the cables

Consequently it is convenient to generate reactive power 

close where it is needed
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A model of a microgrid
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Connection 
to the utility

Power line

microgenerator
load

Power lines: impedences i.e. linear constraints on currents and voltages

Microgenerators/loads: linear constraints in the (active and reactive) powers



A model of a microgrid
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Graph model



A model of a microgrid
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Sinusoidal regime
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Minimization of the power losses

( , )min

NON-CONVEX OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM: difficult to 
solve in a distributed way



Taylor Expansion
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Approximation of the cost
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Approximation of the gradient of the cost function
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Approximation of the cost
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Distributed Iterative Algorithm
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Distributed Iterative Algorithm
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Distributed Iterative Algorithm
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Distributed Iterative Algorithm
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Simulation
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Figure 5. Power distribution losses resulting by the execution of the proposed algorithm. A edge-disjoint hypergraph, yielding

optimal convergence speed, has been adopted. The dashed line represent the minimum losses that can be achieved via centralized

numerical optimization.

In Figure 5 we plotted the result of a single execution of the algorithm in the edge-disjoint

gossip case. One can see that the algorithm converges quite fast, reducing losses to a minimum

that is extremely close to the best achievable solution. The results achieved by the proposed

algorithm on this testbed are summarized in the following table.

Losses before optimization 61589 W

Fraction of delivered power 3.11 %

Losses after optimization 50338 W

Fraction of delivered power 2.55 %

losses reduction 18.27 %

Minimum losses Jopt
50253 W

Fraction of delivered power 2.54 %

losses reduction 18.41 %

The minimum losses Jopt
is the solution of the original optimization problem (11), has

been obtained by a centralized numerical solver, and represent the minimum losses that can

be achieved by properly choosing the amount of reactive power injected by the compensators

(and retrieved from the PCC). The difference between this minimum and the minimum achieved

by the algorithm proposed in this paper is partly due to the approximation that we introduced

when we modeled the microgrid (assuming large nominal voltage UN ), and partly due to the

assumption that θ is constant across the network. Further simulative investigation on this testbed

showed that the effect of this last assumption is largely predominant, compared to the effects of
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Conclusions

Leaderless distributed decision models have pros and cons

PROS: robustness to external changes, highly self-adaptiveness and  

so need of a limited initial configuration

CONS: sub-optimal performance can be obtained

Only a distributed modeling is needed

Simplified approximated models need to be obtained

Convergence and performance analysis can be done (distance to 

optimum)
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Questions?
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